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Executive summary
This working paper argues that business models
capable of supporting independent media are
decreasingly available, that media markets are
increasingly fertile territory for government
co-option and that alternative sources of
revenue for independent media are scarce.
Taking the theme of the UNESCO’s 2021 World
Press Freedom Day, Information as a Public
Good, as its departure point, this paper assesses
whether fresh approaches to public subsidy
might provide part of a solution to supporting
independent media, especially in low- and middleincome settings.
The paper is the first of a series designed to
prompt further research and debate on the topic
of supporting independent public interest media.
Produced by BBC Media Action, it is a product of
the Protecting Independent Media for Effective
Development (PRIMED) programme.i Supported by
the UK government, this three-year programme is
led by a consortium of international and national
media support organisations, including BBC
Media Action. PRIMED aims to develop effective
approaches to strengthening public interest media
content in low-income countries.
Independent media is vital for people to
access trustworthy information. In an age of
misinformation, this is increasingly important
yet ever-more challenging. However, the
media capacity to supply that information is
disappearing around the world, particularly in
low-income countries.
This working paper focuses on the scale of
the political challenge inherent in prioritising
public subsidy approaches. It concludes that

they are only worth considering in very specific
conditions, especially a strong government
commitment to democracy.
It also concludes that, at a time when few other
options for financing independent media are
available, more creative approaches to public
subsidy models are urgently needed.
Part 1 introduces the concept of information as a
public good and explores why public subsidy has
taken on fresh relevance and urgency in relation
to the future of independent media.
Part 2 examines whether, why and how the media
market is broken.
Part 3 briefly examines some lessons from history
around public subsidy and media independence.
Part 4 summarises the advantages and
disadvantages of five main models of public
subsidy – indirect subsidy from government, direct
subsidy from government, transactional subsidy
from government, direct public subsidy, and
international public subsidy.
Part 5 highlights how concepts of public subsidy
are evolving and might further evolve.
Part 6 assesses what incentives already, or
potentially, exist for governments in low- or middleincome countries to prioritise public support for
independent media.
Part 7 provides conclusions and argues that,
however politically challenging, developing fresh
approaches to public subsidy deserve greater
and more focused policy and academic debate
and attention.
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PART 1

Information as a
public good in an age
of infodemics and
democratic recession
Information as a public good
The theme of UNESCO’s 2021 World Press
Freedom Day (3 May) is “Information as a
Public Good”, inspired by Professor Joseph
Stiglitz who won a Nobel Prize for his work on
how incomplete information negatively shapes
market and societal outcomes.ii Stiglitz argues
that media, especially when acting as source
of independent, trustworthy information, “as a
public good need public support.”iii
Windhoek, Namibia is hosting 2021 World
Press Freedom Day celebrations to mark
the 30th anniversary of the 1991 Windhoek
Declaration, an iconic statement of media
freedom by African journalists from mostly
privately owned newspapers.iv The statement,
and the media independence movement
it helped inspire, were fuelled by the wave
of political and economic liberalisation of
independent media then sweeping Africa and
much of the rest of the world.
The contrast with 2021 could not be more
striking. Today, democracy is in retreat. Media
freedom is under growing political threat, and
the commercial economic model that did so
much to guarantee media freedom in the 1990s
and beyond has almost entirely broken down.
The theme, “information as a public good”,
recognises that reality and also raises immense
challenges of its own. If independent media
is a public good, does it need to be more
routinely publicly funded? And if it becomes
more reliant on public funds, how, when, where
and under what circumstances can it retain
its independence?

This challenge forms the focus of this working
paper. Its analysis is founded in a grim starting
point. Most media is increasingly government
funded, and decreasingly independent. State
subsidy is arguably the dominant financial
foundation for news media for many, if not
most, countries. Whether through state
ownership of media, government advertising
or government affiliated oligarch control, media
organisations are ever-more dependent on
governments for survival. This fact often assures
their political loyalty.

The challenges and
opportunities of public subsidy
This working paper explores whether new or
reimagined models of public subsidy – stateguaranteed support that serves the interests
of the public rather than the state – might be
developed. It does so while clearly acknowledging
that such a prospect is often politically extremely
challenging and operationally difficult.
It begins by stating some brutal truths. The
business models that have enabled and
sustained independent media around the
world for many decades are broken. Little of
the experimentation and innovation that has
emerged in recent years to create new business
models has proved sufficient to enable news
media to break even financially.
Much of the best documented innovation has
taken place in richer markets but the most
challenging economic and political challenges
facing independent media exist in low-income
countries, where most of humanity lives. The
COVID-19 pandemic has hugely intensified
an already seemingly impossible set of
challenges to achieve media sustainability.
Independent media is vital to supply trustworthy
information, which has become increasingly
crucial to tackling a public health crisis which,
alongside the health pandemic, has been
characterised by the World Health Organization
(WHO) as an infodemic. The capacity to supply
that information, and all the other crucial
contributions good journalism makes to
democracy and society, are disappearing.
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There are good reasons why developing fresh
models of public subsidy has been little explored
and is considered by many to be a dangerously
delusional option. Governments over the world,
including in some long-established democracies,
are finding ever more effective ways to
intimidate, control and/or co-opt independent
media, including by using financial or political
mechanisms.
The highly respected Annual Democracy Report
published by V-Dem argues that the route to
autocracy lies principally through shutting down
independent media. “The playbook of ‘wannabe’
dictators seems to have been shared widely
among leaders in (former) democracies”, it
argues. “First, seek to restrict and control the
media while curbing academia and civil society;
then couple these with disrespect for political
opponents to feed polarization while using
the machinery of the government to spread
disinformation.” It concludes, “only when you
have come far enough on these fronts is it time
for an attack on democracy’s core: elections and
other formal institutions.”v
This playbook has been augmented by additional
factors during the COVID-19 pandemic. In
particular, government advertising has increased
in numerous countries to get public health
messages out. While research is thin on how
this has been allocated, the record of such
funding is not encouraging in regimes that lack
commitment to media freedom. It is likely that
government support has often a) been directed
at media most favourable to ruling regimes,
b) further undermined the sustainability of
independent media organisations that have not
received such funding and face huge struggles
to sustain themselves and c) if it does not
command public trust, likely to have been
ineffective at contributing to the public health
goals that it was supposed to achieve.
Given this background, the notion that
government-sponsored efforts might provide an
avenue to protect, nourish and financially support
independent public interest media is – for many –
a counsel of despair that is highly unlikely to
succeed. This working paper acknowledges this
challenge and presents its own proposition.

The costs of media control
Around the world, independent media
organisations are disappearing and states are
increasingly subsidising their media to exert
greater control over their societies for short-term
political gain. While exerting control over media
is an effective way of monopolising power in
the short-term, it comes with immense societal,
developmental and democratic costs. The
COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted just how
high those costs are if people cannot trust the
information they have access to and the media
is unable to provide an effective independent
check on government performance.
States will have to confront competing
pressures. The political advantage gained by
controlling media threatens to be outweighed
by the societal cost (and potential long-term
political disadvantage) of having a media system
that is so distrusted and dysfunctional that it
cannot enable societies to adapt to threats
such as a pandemic. This also has a bearing on
societies’ ability to adapt and respond to even
greater challenges, including climate change.
It is not useful to assume that all governments
are only focused on their own short-term political
interest. The trends towards authoritarianism
are not universal. After a long democratic
recession, a growing number of countries
such as Ghana and Sudan are reverting to, or
reaffirming, their commitments to democracy.
And while the overall global trend is heavily
towards autocratisation, V-Dem highlights
important exceptions of countries that are newly
democratising. These include Tunisia, Armenia,
The Gambia, Niger and Ecuador.vi
Just as the route to autocracy increasingly lies in
controlling the media, the return to democracy is
just as likely to involve reversing along the same
path. Those countries committed to a democratic
future may also see the way back to democracy
as being through an independent media that can
serve the public interest, rather than any one
political or partisan interest. In an age of media
market failure, supportive public policy may be
seen as an essential strategy to achieve that. In
the same way that authoritarians are asserting
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their power principally through media control,
nations intent on democracy have a strategic
imperative to ensure their media spaces are
genuinely independent from authoritarian or
other antidemocratic pressures (internal or
external) and are best positioned to serve the
public interest.
Such political calculations may be reinforced by
the growing need for political leaders to project
the ambitions and aspirations of increasingly
young, entrepreneurial and dynamic populations
with ever-greater access to social media. Living
under restrained media environments controlled
by a handful of partisan interests may not, given
21st century demographic and other trends, be
politically or socially sustainable. “Free media is
not only the bedrock of a functioning democracy
and a free society”, says His Excellency John A.
Kufuor, President of Ghana from 2001–2009. “It
is also an essential pillar for an aspiring nation
and an ambitious continent.”vii
The severity of the COVID-19 pandemic – in both
public health and economic terms – has starkly
highlighted the importance of publics having
access to information they can trust, especially
on the issues that most shape their lives. The
challenges of climate change and meeting
other Sustainable Development Goals in an
age of misinformation is likely to reinforce that
need. So too is increasing acknowledgement
by policy-makers internationally of the scale of
the threat to democracy from information and
communication environments dominated by toxic
polarisation and an absence of shared platforms
for public debate.viii

The role of this working paper
Sustaining a functioning democracy in the
21st century is likely to depend heavily on the
existence of information and communication
environments that are free, trustworthy,
accessible to all in society and resilient to
misinformation and disinformation.

This paper outlines a set of analyses and
policy options that governments who share
this assessment and who are committed to
democracy might want to consider. These policy
options are highly unlikely to be appropriate
where that commitment does not exist. They are
most likely to be effective at times of democratic
opening. It has been compiled for policymakers, media support institutions and donors
making decisions on where to invest resources
in supporting independent media. It seeks to
summarise and synthesise existing evidence and
arguments relatively briefly.
This working paper is a product of the
Protecting Independent Media for Effective
Development (PRIMED) programme. Supported
by the UK government, the three-year
programme brings together a consortium
of leading international and national media
support organisations. The programme aims
to develop effective approaches to improve
the flow of public interest content and sustain
the media outlets that produce this content
in low-income countries. This paper draws
significantly on the Feasibility Study for an
International Fund for Public Interest Media
developed by BBC Media Action and some of
these strategies are also described in the
Exit Strategy for that initiative.ix As a working
paper, it is designed to prompt further research
and debate. Later in the PRIMED programme,
there are plans to publish a further paper on
the same theme, drawing on the experience
and learning of the programme and its partners.
Further outputs will examine commercial,
community and other options for sustaining
independent media.
This paper does not significantly address
the broader democratic, development and
social dimensions of the media sustainability
challenge. They are covered in detail elsewhere,
including in the Feasibility Study for an
International Fund for Public Interest Media.
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PART 2

Why is the media market
broken?

rarely been greater – with citizens seeking out
information from reliable sources.xiv At the same
time, media organisations whose mission is to
provide that information have, while experiencing
unprecedented demand, seen their revenues
fall – often catastrophically – and have had little
choice but to lay off journalistic staff.

The independent media crisis

The picture from research

This paper is premised on analysis that
business models supporting independent media
are decreasingly available. There is growing
consensus among media, media support,
development and democracy actors that
independent media institutions are confronting
what was a chronic and is now an acute market
failure. The migration of advertising from
traditional media to online platforms, and the
growing political co-option of independent media
by authoritarian and antidemocratic actors, is well
documented elsewhere and is not reprised here.

Substantial anecdotal evidence of these
challenges is backed up by a growing amount
of detailed research. A Journalism and the
Pandemic Project study carried out by the
International Center for Journalists and the Tow
Center at Columbia University surveyed 1,400
respondents from media organisations in 125
countries. This study found that over 40% of
respondents reported that their revenue had
decreased by more than half, with almost onefifth (17%) reporting a revenue reduction of
more than 75%. The primary need for these
organisations was securing funding to cover their
operational costs.xv

These long-standing trends are outlined in detail
in the Feasibility Study for an International Fund
for Public Interest Media.x They have been greatly
exacerbated by the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, which have further eroded advertising
markets, reduced newspaper and other media
sales and subscriptions, and increased the
operating costs of many media institutions.
There is also a growing trend by authoritarian
actors to attack independent media not only
through journalistic intimidation but also by
targeting their financial foundations.xi
The pandemic has illustrated the scale of
the media market failure in three specific
ways. First, the public need for trustworthy
information in an emergency characterised
by pervasive misinformation – what WHO has
called an “infodemic” (an overabundance of
both good and bad information)xii and others
are calling a “disinfodemic”xiii – has been
almost universally recognised. Second, the
public demand for trustworthy information has

The Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism
reported similar findings in their research
for the Independent News Emergency Relief
Coordination (INERC) initiative.1 INERC convened
donors and other actors launching emergency
media assistance during the COVID-19 pandemic
to ensure that assistance was co-ordinated and
could target what organisations on the ground
most needed. INERC found that over a third of
survey respondents reported drops in revenue of
30% or more. More than 80% reported that their
most critical need was funding.xvi
A 2021 report from the Thomson Reuters
Foundation painted an even bleaker picture,
reflecting acute financial pain among many media
organisations in the Global South. It quoted
one report stating that advertising relevant to
media would fall by US$70 billion globally. The
Thomson Reuters report also highlighted how the
increased power of the remaining advertisers in

1 Members include National Endowment for Democracy Center for International Media Assistance, Google, Facebook, Luminate,
Open Society Foundation, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, John D and Catherine T MacArthur Foundation, BBC Media Action,
Internews, International Center for Journalists, World Association of Newspapers, International Women’s Media Foundation,
European Journalism Center and the Global Forum for Media Development.
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the market could give them leverage to influence
media content. The report quotes Rieneke Van
Santen, a global media consultant and press
freedom advocate based in the Netherlands,
saying “It would be a great mistake to think that
the [media] industry has saved itself, or that it
will be able to in the nearby future, governments
need to step in and commit themselves to
supporting independent media and press
freedom projects for the coming years if they
want to save journalism.”xvii
Dapo Olorunyami, a Nigerian editor and media
expert, argues that the COVID-19 pandemic has
“ravaged the revenue base of the media” in
countries such as Nigeria and, “to make matters
worse, there was no serious support from
anywhere else in the country.” The steep decline
in media advertising, sales and events revenue,
the foundation of the Nigerian media business
model, has been particularly devastating
because alternatives that might have existed in
the past no longer do so. Olorunyami argues,
“In the 1970s, Nigeria had had a blossoming,
government-funded media ecosystem (radio,
print, and television) at the sub-national level,
supporting national and international news
reporting with information for local listeners,
readers, and viewers, but today these sources
are almost all dead.” He continues, “The range
of business models that had supported the
media in Nigeria has atrophied and is now badly
in need of innovation.”xviii
This grim picture is repeated across almost all
research into the impact of the business model
challenge and the pandemic on independent
media. “Nepal’s journalists and media
entrepreneurs are at their wits’ ends”, argues a
comprehensive report from Freedom Forum on
the country. It documents catastrophic declines
in revenue across print, television, radio and
online, concluding, “The independent media’s
presence and outreach has shrunk and its
watchdog role weakened, creating space for the
state control [of] media.”xix
Early on, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
was predicted to be a “media extinction” event.xx
Mounting evidence suggests those fears are being
borne out but the term “extinction” should be
interpreted cautiously. Many media organisations
and outputs will survive but financial backing

will almost certainly be a key decider in this.
Philanthropic sources aside, those most willing
to provide that backing at present appear to be
government actors intent on co-opting media to
retain power or weaken accountability, and other
factional interests focused on using media to
advance those interests.
“Regulation, legislation, physical attacks, and
threats against journalists or media owners are
effective methods used to capture the media”,
according to Marius Dragomir, a leading authority
on media co-option. “But funding is arguably the
most effective way of all. By financing media and
journalists willing to toe the government line,
and by not funding independent, critical media,
authorities manage to suppress large parts of
the media sector. In some countries the entire
media industry is controlled by governments,
directly or indirectly.”xxi
Some independent media organisations will
survive but are likely to be weakened. Strong
evidence suggests that, as advertising income
falls, the quality of journalistic content suffers.
One detailed economic analysis carried out
by Angelucci and Cagé concludes, “when
advertisers’ willingness to pay for readers’
attention declines, newspapers have lower
incentives to attract a large readership and
they thus decrease the size of the newsroom
to save on costs… if advertising revenues
continue to decline in the Internet era, as many
observers deem likely, our model suggests the
quality of information at the media outlet level
will decrease as well.”xxii They also predict that
subscription prices for newspapers will increase,
with the net result that lower quality information
will be produced at less affordable costs, thus
exacerbating information inequality.
These reports mostly focus on the bottom-line
impact of the loss of media advertising and
other revenues that affect the survival of media
organisations. But the effects go well beyond
whether media institutions continue to function –
the impacts on those that survive are likely to
be considerable.
In this sense, subsidy is becoming a dominant
factor in determining the future of media across
large parts of the world. Media subsidies
are poorly researched, poorly understood
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and opaque. A clearer understanding of how
governments approach subsidy issues, and to
whom and on what basis they allocate subsidies,
might be a useful step in encouraging more
democratic approaches to its application.

The migration of advertising online
The migration of advertising to online
platforms is well documented internationally
and forms the subject of intense academic,
business, media and policy attention. There
tends to be much less attention and market
analysis relating to low-income countries.
PRIMED intends to help address this issue
in the main media markets it aims to focus
on – Bangladesh, Ethiopia and Sierra Leone
and drawing on learning from other countries,
especially the experience of Iraq and Zambia.
Four broad trends can be highlighted.
1. Advertisers everywhere are achieving greater
returns on investment via targeted online
advertising than less targeted advertising
through traditional media. Markets and market
dynamics differ but the near-universal trend is
that the traditional revenue sources supporting
news provision are dwindling. News media are
estimated to lose around US$23.8 billion in
annual advertising revenue from 2017–2021.2
2. The COVID-19 pandemic has greatly
intensified the decline in advertising and
substantially accelerated the economic crisis
confronting independent media. The UK
Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism
estimates that, globally, US$30 billion may be
wiped off media revenues as a result of the
pandemic. Some of the worst effects will be in
low-income countries where economic impacts
and already weak advertising markets have
weakened further, and where other revenues
(such as roadside newspaper sales) have been
particularly affected.

3. Advertising tariffs provided by the main
internet platforms in low-income countries are
extremely low. The assumption that media
outlets can build a sustainable business from
building an online audience is increasingly
far-fetched. Al Mirbad in Iraq is a broadcast
and online media organisation that has tried
to exploit the commercial potential of some of
its digital content. Despite monetising content
that has achieved more than a billion views
over three years, its annual income from these
sources remains in the low tens of thousands,
equivalent to no more than 10% of its annual
operating budget. PRIMED will seek to find out
whether building online audiences can be a
route to sustainability for media institutions in
low-income countries.
4. Media profits are likely to to lie most in
appealing to specific identities and groups,
not in engaging people across society.
Existing media business models may not
translate into systems capable of providing
trustworthy information and platforms for
public debate across society. The route to
profit may involve a mix of journalism and
activism that appeals to particular sections
of society. In an age of misinformation and
where broad access to trustworthy information
is becoming more important in underpinning
human development – and even survival – this
challenge is becoming increasingly relevant.

2 All figures are referenced in BBC Media Action’s 2020 Feasibility Study for an International Fund for Public Interest Media,
available from: luminategroup.com/ifpim.
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PART 3

Public subsidy: different
lessons from history
Most of the world’s population have historically
lived in countries where media has been
subsidised by government bent on exerting
influence. The economic and political
liberalisation that swept much of the world in
the 1980s and 1990s was accompanied by an
explosion of independent media. This media was
supported by huge growth in advertising, more
open political environments and a strong appetite
among citizens for information that did not derive
from their governments. This opening up has
stuttered over the last decade. Governments
and other political interests have increasingly
re-exerted their control over the media to end a
25-year interlude where commercial advertising
provided the financial backbone for more
widespread media independence.
By 2019, less than 10 percent of the world’s
population lived in countries where media
freedom was sufficient to enable journalists to
practice their profession freely and independently
according to Reporters without Borders.
Almost three-quarters live in countries where
media freedom is in either a difficult or very
difficult position.xxiii Nearly all of these countries
are where media is not only controlled but
subsidised by government with the intent to
control it.
The history of government and other funding of
media has, at least outside the industrialised
democracies, been the norm since even the first
newspapers. Some of the first printing presses in
sub-Saharan Africa were introduced by Protestant
missionariesxxiv for example and, across nearly
all colonised states, colonial governmental
powers exerted their influence through seeking
a monopoly over the distribution of information.
The history of broadcasting has also, in the
main, been one of government ownership and
control. The first port of call for any movement

intent on overthrowing the government has been
an assault on the state broadcaster, seen as the
principal tool in exerting influence and advancing
nation building.
In contrast, the history of media independent of
state control has been synonymous with financial
independence and often rooted in challenges to
power. Some of the first independent media took
the form of newspapers dedicated to advancing
the cause of independence from colonial
government, many of them financed by loyal
audience members’ subscriptions. The flowering
of independent media that helped democratic
openings in the 1990s and 2000s across large
parts of the Global South was commercially
driven and founded in a set of economic
conditions that made serving a public interest
entirely compatible with turning a profit. Under
these conditions, state-controlled and subsidised
media lost influence, audience, status and
relevance, and largely decayed outside a
dwindling number of authoritarian regimes.xxv
Historical experience and precedent do not,
therefore, suggest that state subsidy3 of
independent media holds significant promise.
Explorations of the potential of public subsidy
as a solution to the financial crisis faced by
independent media needs to confront that reality.
There are, however, different historical
precedents and now is a different historical
moment. Public subsidy has not always been
accompanied by government control and nor is
there an inevitable correlation between a lowincome or developing country and government
control over subsidised media. The latter was
always questionable and is arguably increasingly
so now. Some of the most democratically
committed countries of recent years have
been lower income countries. And much betteroff countries in the supposedly democratic
industrialised world have shown themselves
prone to using political power to exert authority
over editorial content.xxvi
But there is also a parallel history of media
subsidy. Public service broadcasting (as
explained below just one form of publicly

3 For the definitions of state and public subsidy used in this working paper, see the beginning of Part 4.
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subsidised media) is rooted in principles
of editorial independence, impartiality and
universality focused on serving the public – not
government – interest. The BBC, for example,
is funded directly by the public, not the
government, but the rate of the compulsory
household licence fee to access BBC content
and the legislative framework through which it
is collected (non-payment remains a criminal
offence) is determined by government. The
experience of the BBC and many other public
service broadcasters suggests that, despite
occasionally intensive efforts over time to
undermine it, editorial independence from
government over generations is compatible with
funding guaranteed by a government-defined
revenue model.
Now, as the challenge of media market failure
intensifies, new models of public subsidy,
which are similarly rooted in a determination
to safeguard editorial independence and
the public interest, are emerging. These are
described in the following pages.

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) broadcast
journalists prepare for their radio show in the
East African bureau in Nairobi.

SIMON MAINA, AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES

GETTY
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PART 4

The pros and cons of
different public subsidy
models
This working paper uses the term “public
subsidy” rather than “state subsidy”. Public
subsidy implies government involvement or
sponsorship but not government control, and
does not always involve the use of government
collected funds. It implies that the subsidy is
provided to help the media serve the public, not
the state, and should be assessed on that basis.
A subsidy that principally serves the interest of
the state is a state subsidy.
This paper examines five media public subsidy
models:
 Indirect subsidy from governments
(eg tax relief).
 Direct subsidy from governments to media.
 Direct subsidy from publics to media through
a framework guaranteed by government.
 Flexible or transactional support to media
(eg through government advertising).
 International media support from public
resources.

Indirect subsidy from
governments
Indirect subsidy from governments in the form
of tax or other government mandated reliefs is
common throughout the world. Many democratic
nations, including France, Germany, Ireland, Italy
and the UK, build tax regimes and reliefs to
encourage a free and plural media. Newspapers
and other media in many countries typically pay no
sales or value added tax, and the paper on which
they are printed is also often exempt from tax.xxvii
The advantages of such approaches are
obvious. As well as making journalism more
affordable to produce and consume, they do
not involve government in deciding which media

organisations should benefit from support. At
least in theory, these approaches leave it up to
citizens to determine which media institutions
and outlets thrive. This form of subsidy
minimises the risk of governments using their
power to shape editorial policy.
Indirect subsidy has its critics, most of whom
focus on arguing that, while this support might
increase media profitability, it does not necessarily
lead to improved public interest journalism.
Milan Živkovi , who has carried out extensive
analysis of different models of public subsidy
argues that cuts to sales taxes have boosted
media profits. However, he states that “[Media
organisations] get to keep the public funds – to
the tune of €525 million a year in Germany,
€560 million in Italy, €748 million in the UK, and
over €800 million in the US – while they let the
market decide on the sort of service they provide
in return.”xxviii There is nothing to stop media
organisations increasing their profits rather than
investing in journalism. As described below,
Živkovi argues that direct forms of subsidy have
been shown to be more effective.
Indirect subsidy can often favour incumbents
who have the highest entrenched costs
and therefore receive the greatest tax relief
benefits, especially where subsidies include
physical costs like newsprint. The comparative
benefits for lower cost digital start-ups can be
small. Favouring existing media organisations
can make democratic sense if they have an
established, reputable brand, a strong reach
across society and the institutional strength
to withstand undue political pressure. More
commonly around the world, incumbents tend
to be closely aligned to government (or other
political or factional forces), and subsidy can
further entrench existing power structures.
There are other forms of indirect subsidy.
Governments have traditionally held power
over who can license radiofrequency spectrum,
which – in pre-digital times – dictated who had
access to the airwaves. Broadcasters have
generally paid far less for such licences than
telecommunication operators. As demands on
spectrum have greatly intensified and its value
has grown as it is necessary for telephony and
data provision, governments have generally
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encouraged a switch to digital broadcasting.
However, they have also often bowed to public
pressure to retain analogue transmission at
significant economic cost to the public purse.
Some governments are now linking increased
public subsidy to independent media to
incentives to surrender spectrum. The Australian
Government published a new Media Reform
Green Paper in November 2020 in response
to growing pressure on free-to-air television
business models. It proposed that existing freeto-air, commercial and state-owned television
broadcasters would be able to exchange their
existing broadcasting licences for new ones
with looser regulatory obligations. In return,
they would be entitled to less radiofrequency
spectrum allocation. Freed up spectrum would
be auctioned off, with proceeds allocated to two
trusts: the Create Australian Screen Trust and
a Public Interest News Gathering (PING) Trust.
Funds from the latter could be allocated to a
range of journalistic outlets by an independent
entity, a public interest journalism trust.xxix
Given the current severity of the media market
failure confronting independent media, tax and
other reliefs are likely to be the bare minimum
a supportive government can do to support
media survival, and even that is likely to
be insufficient to ensure the survival and
sustainability of independent media. In
addition, constructing policy that favours media
independence, and not just entrenched and
often politically (generally government) aligned
interests, will require careful thought.
There may be broader benefits to governments
supporting media more strategically through
indirect subsidy, such as potential incentives to
improve employment conditions for journalists.
Systems of progressive tax breaks could be tied
to media houses paying at least the minimum
wage (still not the case in many countries),
or to diversity and inclusion policies focused,
for example, on enabling gender equity in
newsrooms.

Direct subsidy from
governments
Direct public subsidy of newspapers with the
aim of ensuring plurality and news that serves
a public interest has a long history in many
countries.4 Examples include providing free
newspaper subscriptions to teenagers in France,
government support to provincial newspapers
in Sweden, and a subsidy to non-dominant
newspapers in Austria that provide political,
economic and cultural information.xxx In 2019,
Denmark controversially cut funding to its public
service broadcaster but increased subsidies
to private news organisations to support their
capacity to generate public interest content.
The system especially focused on smaller
and local news publishers with an explicit aim
of ensuring greater geographical spread and
diversity, with safeguards to protect media from
government interference.xxxi Direct support can
also be particularly important in countries or
communities with small populations, or at a
local level where market failures have proved
especially concerning.
Milan Živkovi provides numerous examples in
his review of the effects of such subsidy. These
include the Netherlands, where local radio
outlets receive funds collected via a small tax,
French support to community radio outlets that
are funded through a special tax on commercial
media organisations’ advertising revenues,
and the Finnish model of charging a certain
percentage of individual income as a public
interest media fee.
Colombia provides an example where the state
has directly subsidised media at different levels
(national, regional, city and community), with
diverse objectives and through a wide variety
of approaches over several decades.xxxii Its
national public media form part of a broader
entity, the System of Public Media (Sistema de
Medios Publicos), which includes educational
and cultural channels, partnerships with
commercial and regional channels, and funds

4 Direct subsidy from governments denotes money being allocated by government to media. The actual distribution of funds and
decisions on which organisations are supported is best done through independent intermediaries.
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made available for programming catering for
minority and other specific groups. Its community
media infrastructure, partly supported by the
state, is among the most developed in the world.
Film-making is subsidised from a tax levied on
cinemas. Support for public media has also
formed a key component of broader regeneration
strategies, most notably in the city of Medellin.xxxiii
How far such funding and the strong role of the
state has supported or undermined editorial
independence is the subject of significant debate
in the country. Nevertheless, the rationale for
state support of the media is at least ostensibly
rooted not in the exercise of state power but in
fulfilling the provisions of its 1991 Constitution.
Article 20 of this Constitution states that citizens
not only have the constitutional right to receive
free, non-mediated and uncensored information
but also have the right to have their own media
to help them actively shape their own stories and
perspectives.
More recently other examples of public subsidy
to media have begun to emerge, even in
countries with little tradition of state subsidy.
In 2019 in the US, the state of New Jersey
agreed to provide a non-profit called the Civic
Information Consortium US$2 million to
distribute to news publishers. The same year,
the Canadian government approved CAN$600
million in tax credits and other support for eight
Canadian media organisations selected by an
independent panel of experts.xxxiv In February
2021 New Zealand committed NZ$55 million
towards a fund to support public interest
news and journalism, with media institutions
competing for funding managed by NZ on Air,
as part of a total support package of NZ$300
million to media and broadcasting in the country.
There are other signs that governments may
be considering taking a more structured,
long-term approach to the public subsidy of
news. One notable recent example has been
the 2019 Cairncross Review of the future of
sustainable journalism in the UK. The review’s
report proposed creating what has now been
established in its initial form as a Future News
Fund. The UK government has provided an initial
£2 million to this fund to foster new approaches
to providing public interest journalism.xxxv It has
since committed to supporting this fund in the

longer term (although at apparently modest levels
and subject to future spending reviews), arguing,
“a fund that seeks to invest in new technological
prototypes, start-ups and innovative business
models to explore new ways to sustainability in
a changing landscape will assist the industry
in this period of transition.”xxxvi The Cairncross
Review report also recommends introducing “new
tax reliefs aimed at encouraging (i) payments for
online news content and (ii) the provision of local
and investigative journalism”, as well as extending
zero-rating of Value Added Tax (UK sales tax) to
digital newspapers and magazines, including
digital-only news publications.
A landmark 2018 European Commission report
from the High Level Panel on Fake News and
Disinformation argued, “public authorities should
commit to providing an enabling environment
for substantial media pluralism through a
combination of de facto and de jure protection
of basic rights to free expression and diverse
information, including appropriate forms of
indirect and potentially direct support for private
sector media, and support independent public
service media which can help produce quality
information [and] counter disinformation.”xxxvii
Since then, and with the additional rationale
of tackling renewed economic pressures
prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic, the EU has
stepped up media support within its member
states, including through the Stars4Media
programmexxxviii and outlined further plans for
media support in the European Democracy
Action Plan and the Audiovisual and Media Action
Plan.xxxix Vera Joukova, the EU Commissioner for
Transparency and Values, has been highly critical
of how some government funds have been
allocated. She was reported as saying, “Some
EU governments are channelling national money
only to those media that are the ‘willing servants
of state propaganda’, which is not in accordance
with what the EU wants.”xl
Critics of direct subsidy for media do not
just focus on major concerns that it provides
additional potential for governments to
interfere in the market and exert undue political
pressure. They also argue that such support is
anticompetitive, stifles innovation and rewards
businesses who have failed to adapt to market
conditions. They believe such subsidies can be
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especially unfair if new entrants or more agile
competitors have taken high risks to adapt
but then see no reward for that risk, when
slower moving media actors are protected by
public funding.
However, some evidence suggests that
countries that have focused on providing direct
subsidies have been most effective at both
sustaining independent media and protecting its
independence. Živkovi found that the Swedish,
Norwegian, Austrian and French governments
had provided direct subsidies to media to the
tune of €53 million, €44 million, €11 million and
€615 million, respectively. His conclusion is clear:
“Hasn’t it harmed the competition in the
marketplace, not to mention pluralism in the
media? Hasn’t it turned the media in these
countries into mouthpieces of their respective
governments? Quite the opposite. During the
decade-long newspaper crisis, these countries
saw the least shrinkage in the number of
publications. Media systems with no direct
media subsidies, such as those in Hungary,
Bulgaria, and Croatia, frequently attract criticism
for fostering sinister entanglements between
media and governments. Meanwhile, countries
with a tradition of active media policies,
manifested in the direct subsidizing of media,
regularly rank highest in media freedom.”
A 2014 report from the London School of
Economics, which also reviewed different models
and experiences of public subsidy, similarly
concluded that direct subsidies to specific media
“need not compromise media independence if
safeguards such as statutory eligibility criteria
are in place.”xlii
Direct subsidy can only likely be effective
in supporting media independence if it is
provided within a political framework of a strong
commitment to democracy, clear checks and
balances, and a political culture that prioritises
a free and independent media. Even when these
conditions exist, this model is vulnerable to
democratic backsliding when governments find
critical media coverage unpalatable.
As highlighted above, the more common tradition
of state subsidy is to support government media
(newspapers or broadcasters) in attempts to
control the media in their own interests. Marius

Dragomir argues that authorities use four
categories of financial strategies to dominate
the media sector: public funding for state
administered media, state advertising, state
subsidies and market-disruption measures.
The armoury of measures possessed by states
to control the media in their own interests is
formidable.
The political incentives for investing in subsidy
in the public interest are outlined below but
the political environments where it is likely to
be successful are, it is acknowledged, likely to
be few.
Where they do exist, they could bring additional
benefits beyond simply supporting public
interest journalism, and the broader democratic,
developmental, economic and developmental
benefits it brings. Media institutions in lowincome countries can rarely afford to pay
their journalists well – or even at all in some
countries. A political economy analysis
commissioned by BBC Media Action in Sierra
Leone, for example, identified media institutions
struggling to pay even the minimum legal wage
or social security levies. More broadly, women
are widely disadvantaged in the profession of
journalism and have been for decades. The
status, pay and diversity of journalism could be
improved if more stable funding were available.

Transactional public subsidy
In many, if not most, low-income countries with
weak advertising markets, the government is
the largest and most powerful media advertiser.
Sierra Leone is typical in this respect, with a
Bertelsmann Stiftung Transformation Index
report noting that an “indirect form of influencing
the media is at the government’s disposal…
most media outlets depend financially on selling
advertisement space and the biggest advertiser
is the government.”xliii
In the context of government advertising as a
form of subsidy, this category of media support
provides a service to the government’s or
public’s advantage in return for the subsidy,
normally in the form of the government paying for
media advertising.
Targeted support from governments to media can
be motivated by genuine objectives of wanting
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to ensure media plurality. Some governments in
Europe and elsewhere have sought to support
a pluralistic media by paying substantial
amounts for public health messages during the
2020–21 COVID-19 pandemic, a public subsidy
intervention that has proved critical in shoring up
media institutions’ revenues as advertising and
other income has fallen steeply.
Such support has been key to the survival of
much media but it has also met challenges and
criticisms, mainly focused on concerns that
subsidies favoured newspapers most politically
aligned to the government.
Take Austria, for example. Austria has had a
system of state subsidy for newspapers since
1975, and distributed almost €9 million to
newspapers in 2019. During the COVID-19
pandemic the government included major
new media financing in its overall support to
the economy. While funding was distributed
among newspapers that reflected a variety of
political views and loyalties, criticisms centred
on accusations that the largest sums went to
newspapers that were the most supportive of
the government.xliv
In the UK, the pandemic has caused the
newspaper and magazine market to lose more
than £1 billion pounds from lost advertising,
falls in print sales and from events, according
to Enders Analysis.xlv In response, the UK
government launched a major advertising
partnership with the newspaper industry in
April 2020 – All in, All Together – worth £35
million to communicate health information.xlvi
Funding has been distributed to newspapers
across the political spectrum by the News Media
Association, which is made up of the largest
newspapers in the UK. This has not prevented
criticism – some people have queried why
taxpayer funds should prop up some newspapers
owned by very wealthy individuals and publishers,
arguing that this protects legacy media at the
expense of more agile, digital start-ups.
While these kinds of schemes focused on
distributing funding across the news ecosystem
regardless of political loyalty may have their
flaws, they have almost certainly sustained a
plurality of media organisations during a nearunprecedented crisis.

Globally, the more typical experience of
transactional media subsidy has been the
opposite. In undemocratic regimes, this
kind of intervention has long been used to
weaken independent media and strengthen
pro-government media. In many countries,
government advertising is the largest single
source of media revenue, which has been used
effectively to exert government influence in
times of crisis.
Exerting this undemocratic influence takes
three forms. The first is to withdraw or reduce
government advertising to media outlets of which
governments disapprove. A major global survey
of the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on
media found that 13% of reporting governments
had withdrawn media advertising at a time
when they had increased needs to reach people
with public health information and when media
organisations faced intense revenue challenges.
xlvii
The experience of Joanna Krawczyk, head
of partnerships at Gazeta Wyborcza in Poland,
appears to be typical. According to a recent
report on the impacts of the pandemic on media
revenues worldwide, “Krawczyk suggests that
advertising has sometimes ‘been withdrawn,
for example, by government and government
affiliated companies’, an issue faced by many
independent news media across the world.”xlviii
The second form of undemocratic influence is
the corollary of this – for governments to heavily
focus their advertising in media institutions
linked to, or supportive of, their own interests –
ensuring that these organisations have maximum
opportunity for market dominance. As more
independent media organisations struggle
economically and politically, government-aligned
media can muscle them out of existence thanks
to the political and financial protection afforded
by government.
The third is for governments to use their
advertising power to shape editorial policy or
prevent media coverage they find inconvenient.
A report from Free Press Unlimited and the
European Journalism Center on Colombia, for
example, quoted research conducted by the
Antonio Nariño project, which found that 62%
of active journalists interviewed in Colombia
said “they knew journalists who modified their
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editorial position in exchange for advertising or
political favors. For their part, 40% of national
journalists said that there has been an improper
governmental editorial control in the public media
at departmental level, and 38% at national media
level during 2017.”xlix
Deploying government advertising as a tool of
influence has proved particularly powerful during
the COVID-19 pandemic, when government
advertising has generally greatly increased
and the economic vulnerability of independent
media has intensified. Most governments
around the world have mobilised huge public
resources to sustain their economies during the
crisis but support to independent journalism
has rarely featured in those support packages,
beyond increases in government advertising.
This is despite journalism’s vital role in
providing accurate information and in ensuring
accountability in both government performance
and as a check on corruption during rapid
increases in government expenditure and
procurement. If systems of public subsidy
capable of underpinning rather than undermining
journalistic independence were better developed,
reform-minded governments may have found it
easier to support this sector.
Government choices on where and how far to
invest in media advertising can also play out
along less partisan political lines. South Africa
has one of the best developed networks of
community radio stations in the world, largely
due to governments over many years creating
an enabling regulatory environment for them
(although providing little funding). More than 200
stations currently exist but their business model
is especially vulnerable in the economic crisis as
a result of the pandemic. They have argued that
government advertising has been overly directed
to larger media players and that their sector,
which they argue is better able to engage hardto-reach communities, needs a better structured
and more prioritised package of government
support. The South African Community Radio
Foundation is also arguing for a scaling up of
direct government subsidy to the network.l

Subsidy from publics
Subsidy can also be paid directly from the
public to independent media, without revenue
going through or coming under the control of
governments. The most notable examples of this
are licence fees paid by publics but collected
by a public service broadcaster under a legal
framework which, while enforced and framed by
government, does not involve the government
in revenue collection. This usually implies
compulsion sanctioned by government. The most
long-standing example of this approach is the
BBC licence fee in the UK. Its price is set and
mandated by the government but it is collected,
and its spending priorities are set, by the BBC
and its board (whose chair and some other
members are appointed by government).
The prospects of funding of this kind for public
service broadcasters (or other media) are
particularly relevant in today’s conditions of
market failure and crises of trust in media
provision, especially because trusted media
organisations like the BBC are emerging from the
current “infodemic” with increased audiences
and stronger legitimacy. According to the Reuters
Institute for the Study of Journalism, “the BBC
is by far the most widely used source of news in
the UK both online and offline, and it is one of
the most highly trusted sources of news.”li A May
2020 IPSOS MORI survey found that 62% of UK
respondents said they are “most likely to turn to
the BBC for news that they trust the most”, far in
excess of any other news source.lii Internationally,
the BBC is reaching record global audiences of
426 million.5 The European Broadcasting Union
has documented escalating levels of trust and
explosive audience growth for public service
broadcasting across countries as diverse as
Belgium, Denmark, Georgia, Norway, Sweden and
Spain as well as the UK.liii
The model of publics paying directly for their
public service broadcaster through a compulsory
licence fee has been under severe pressure
for more than a decade in the UK, as digital
transformation has accelerated and citizens have
ever-more choice of where to access information.

5 The BBC World Service is largely separately funded by a grant from the UK government but significantly depends on the rest of the
licence fee funded BBC for news gathering.
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Despite this, and in the context of a highly
polarised political environment and the prospect
of a major recession, the UK government has
reaffirmed its commitment to the licence fee
model for at least the next five years, rejected
arguments that non-payment should be
decriminalised and agreed a modest increase in
line with inflation.liv
The benefits of a licence fee or similar subsidy
go well beyond those of financial stability for
public service media. Because funding is not
disbursed by government but collected directly
from publics, media institutions have a strong
set of incentives to serve all sections of the
public that pay for it. Democratically committed
governments concerned by the impacts of both
disinformation and information environments
characterised by extreme polarisation may
find an editorially independent system that
incentivises serving publics across all of society
an attractive policy proposition.
Adapting a system of direct public subsidy to
other contexts would be challenging. The system
in the UK has survived largely because it has
deep historical roots that predate the digital
explosion. Adopting it as a model elsewhere
presents substantial practical difficulties,
including enforcing the payment of fees.
Nevertheless, such a system may have certain
characteristics, especially in relation to the
direct relationship it provides between the media
institution and the public who pay for it, which
may be useful to incorporate into future public
subsidy systems.
Public subsidy, such as from licence fees, need
not be restricted to support public service media
institutions – there are growing examples of how
it can be used to support commercial media.
The BBC Local Reporting Initiative in the UK was
founded in 2017 in response to the closure of
many local newspapers and the sharp decline
in reporting on local government issues.lv The
initiative is a partnership between the BBC and
the regional news industry, to support public
service reporting, sustain local democracy and
improve standards of local journalism. The
centrepiece of this initiative is employing 150
local democracy reporters. The BBC, drawing on
£8 million of public (licence fee) funding, pays
these reporters’ salaries but they are mostly

employed by local commercial media institutions,
with the specific remit of covering local councils,
administrative bodies and public services. The
journalism they generate is made available to the
BBC and more than 100 media organisations,
representing over 850 print, online or broadcast
outlets, reaching more than 8 million people a
week. The scheme is now being considered by
other countries and is being adapted for use in
New Zealand.lvi

International public subsidy
A final area of public subsidy is that provided to
independent media from internationally generated
public funds. International donors, including
bilateral government development donors, have
generally focused media support on areas such
as the safety of journalists, regulatory and
legislative reform, training and capacity building,
content production, business mentoring and
other strategies focused on extracting maximum
revenue from the market. The crisis in the
media business model is prompting increasing
attention on how to actually finance independent
media when revenues are in such precipitous
decline and the market fails. This, in turn, has
prompted concerns over legitimacy and whether a
government agency in one country should support
programmes that fund specific media institutions
in another country.
These concerns, and the scale of the media
market failure, exacerbated by the COVID-19
pandemic, has prompted calls for the creation
of an International Fund for Public Interest
Media (IFPIM). Such a fund could both leverage
substantial volumes of funding, including from
bilateral development agencies, and allocate it
within an independent governance framework
that could guarantee both legitimacy and editorial
independence, ensuring that donors could not
determine which institutions receive funding.
As well as mobilising support, an IFPIM would
also work with governments committed to
media freedom to develop long-term strategies
to support independent media and to chart
long-term pathways to help correct market
failure. This would involve working with other
stakeholders, including the media, private
sector, international development banks and
regulatory agencies focused on creating a
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system-wide economic enabling environment.
Alongside market-based approaches, potential
strategies could include public subsidy models
that might, in principle, be co-funded or matched
from national public funding and funding from
the IFPIM. IFPIM is currently in advanced
development, aiming to hold a pledging
conference in late 2021 and start operations
in 2022.
The international financial institutions of
the World Bank and regional development
banks could be another source of funding
and partnership to support independent

media. An important component of the World
Bank’s International Development Association
disbursements are commitments to support
and improve governance and institutions, which
includes elements such as “citizen engagement,
“public access to information”, “information and
communication” and “lack of transparency.”lvii
More details of these approaches and others
focused on creating long-term, system-wide
solutions to the challenge of media market
failure, are in the detailed feasibility study for
the IFPIM.lviii
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Photographers and camera operators
jostle for position during an election
photo opportunity in Tunis.
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PART 5

Evolving concepts of
public subsidy
As outlined above, the concept of public subsidy
for independent media is not new. It has
underpinned support for the BBC for almost a
century. Similar (although by no means uniform)
public subsidy has underpinned media systems
elsewhere. These concepts are evolving rapidly
in at least seven ways.
The first is that the concept of public service
broadcasting in particular is shifting as public
service media provision has become increasingly
digital. The BBC’s website is the most visited
traditional news website in the world, with
179 million monthly unique browsers in April
2020 (when traffic was boosted substantially
by demand around the COVID-19 pandemic).
lix
Traditional public service broadcasters are,
in effect, competing with traditional print media
(which have also moved online) as well as digital
first news start-ups. This creates fresh rationales
for public media subsidy, especially in terms of
ensuring universality of news provision and in
helping establish a standard of trusted news
provision for the rest of the news ecosystem.
However, it also presents fresh justification
challenges as competitors can argue that
public money presents unfair competition to
commercially funded news providers.
Second, as described above, the traditional
(advertising-based) commercial media business
model has in effect collapsed. The concept
of a plural, healthy ecosystem populated by a
combination of commercial and public service
media is giving way to one where commercially
funded journalism is decreasingly available.
This is especially the case in low-income
markets, where advertising sales are weak
and where digital revenues are often tiny even
where audiences are large. Earlier hopes that
the internet would usher in a new age of digital
or citizen journalism capable of supplanting
commercially funded journalism have not been
realised.

Third, just as the business model supporting
independent journalism declines, the media
and communication system is increasingly
dominated by misinformation and disinformation.
The democratic, health and development
implications of this rapid and fundamental
shift in the reliability and dynamics of people’s
access to the information they need to make
informed decisions are substantial. The
recent international policy focus on the role of
information as a public good acknowledges this.
Fourth, political and factional manipulation of
both online and offline media and communication
spaces has become far easier and more
prevalent. In many respects, the character and
dynamics of the 21st century information and
communication space might be described as
“public bads”, similar to others identified by
economists such as disease and transboundary
environmental threats such as air pollution. This
is creating an ever-stronger policy focus not only
to reduce the generation of misinformation online
but also to invest in trustworthy information,
which is increasingly acknowledged at least
where it exists and is independent of government
to be largely generated by publicly subsidised
institutions with widespread public reach.
Fifth, the future is likely to be informationally
unequal. Even in countries that tolerate or
encourage independent media, current trends
suggest such media will only be available to
those who can pay for it. As the advertisingbased model for revenue generation disappears,
many media institutions are turning to
subscription or membership models to sustain
their journalism. This can have advantages for
readers that extend well beyond the financial.
A focus on such models provides a strong
incentive for media to understand and engage
with their audiences more effectively so they
cover the issues that matter to them. This can
help to make journalism more open, transparent
and less removed from people’s daily lives.
The flip side to this is that some parts of the
population – those in the best position to
pay – can be superserved by quality information
provision, but the rest – often the large majority,
end up dependent for their news on notoriously
unreliable social media platforms, or media
outlets that are state-owned or exist to reflect
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the political, economic or other interests of
their owners. This has caused growing concerns
that large parts of the population may become
“unnewsed”.lx
Sixth, just as public funding need not imply
government control, commercial funding is
no longer a guarantor of independence from
government. Some of the most powerful and
effective government mouthpieces now take
the form of highly profitable commercial media
broadcast and online enterprises, which are not

The evolving concept of public value
The BBC as a case study
The BBC has been supported by an annual
licence fee, paid for directly by the public,
since 1927. The BBC World Service has also
been supported directly by a grant from the
government. The BBC’s funding rationale
continues to evolve.
Debates about the future of the BBC have
intensified in recent years, particularly over
whether an annual licence fee provides a
sustainable model in an increasingly crowded,
competitive and commercial information
ecosystem where choice for citizens has
multiplied hugely. Another debate is whether
a publicly funded service that provides online
news, broadcast and streaming content (as
other commercially funded content providers do)
should continue to benefit from public subsidy.
Public subsidy can only be justified in a
democracy if it is used towards achieving
public benefits. For the BBC, these have
traditionally been assessed in relation to its
“public purposes” to provide impartial news and
information; support learning for people of all
ages; show creative, high-quality and distinctive
output; reflect, represent and serve the diverse
communities of the UK and support its creative
economy; and reflect the UK, its culture and
values to the world.
Most arguments about continuing to subsidise
public service media focus on these kinds of
public purposes. They highlight the growing

funded or directly controlled by the government.
The notion that media having a commercial
business model automatically signifies its
independence from government does not
always hold.
Finally, as the finance available from commercial
and other non-governmental sources dwindles,
governments are using their own financial muscle
to exert control over the media. In this context,
the rationale for reinvesting in independent
media needs constant reinvigoration.

market failure facing independent news
providers, the increasingly polarised and partisan
nature of much news provision and public debate,
and the concentration of entertainment power
in a small number of mostly US-based content
makers and distributors.
More recently, academics have argued that
these public purposes do not fully capture the
public value provided by institutions like the
BBC. Mariana Mazzucato and her colleagues
have argued that defining the benefits of the
BBC as providing public value that the market
cannot provide is too limited. The BBC “is a
creative force within the market, not separate
from it”, they argue, highlighting the institution’s
role as a “market shaper”.lxi
This analysis has special relevance to the
potential of public subsidy not only to support
media in the context of acute market failure
(such as settings where advertising markets
are very weak) but also to stimulate the market
to reduce the scale of this market failure.
Public subsidy need not only deliver what
the market cannot provide, it can help to
plug market gaps and make public subsidy
less necessary in the long term. While this is
relevant to all markets, and Mazzucato et al
focus primarily on the UK, it is potentially highly
relevant to low-income markets.
Mazzucato and her colleagues conceptualise
this as “dynamic efficiency” designed to
make the best use of resources to achieve
change over time, with a focus on innovation,
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investment and improvement. They compare
this to “static efficiency” focused on achieving
the best output with the available resources.
They divide the public value that an organisation
like the BBC provides into three value
categories: individual, societal and industry.
Individual value is measured according to
conventional metrics such as audience reach,
and how far content is trusted by, and relevant
to, citizens. Societal value is measured
according to metrics like diversity, inclusivity,
community building, reflecting the nation back
to itself, and international news provision.
This also relates to wider ramifications, such
as the global environmental awarenessraising of programmes like The Blue Planet.
Industry value is measured in terms of
media contribution to broader market creation,
investments in original productions and
especially developing new creative industry hubs
in areas of low investment (such as the BBC’s
investment in women’s football and establishing
Media City in Salford in 2004, creating
thousands of jobs in the north-west of England).
The BBC also argues that it has broader
economic impact. “Every £1 spent by the BBC
generates £2 for the wider UK economy”, argues
Clare Sumner, director of policy at the BBC.
“We help sustain thousands of independent
production companies and suppliers up and
down the country”, she says.

Public value in low-income countries
These concepts are perhaps even more relevant
for low-income countries. Public subsidy
becomes increasingly vital across all three
value categories to both address media market
failures and enable the market to flourish.
Individual value becomes even more
important where the existing market has a
very limited capacity to provide independent
news provision and content that is relevant
and reflects a country’s particular realities

and aspirations. Societal value can be more
essential in settings of information inequality
where only a few people can access high-quality
news and entertainment, and where media
capable of contributing to public debate and
social cohesion is in short supply. And industry
value can be particularly important in contexts
with large numbers of young, highly creative
and entrepreneurial people but lacking the
market conditions to grow industries with these
characteristics.
Mazzucato and colleagues conclude that it
“may be more appropriate to look at [the BBC]
as a continuum in which it moves from filling
the gaps created by market failures (in factual
programming and universal access) to seeding
new markets and catalysing wider public value.”
In many, if not most, countries, this may not be
the role of a single institution, but it could be
the role of a system of public subsidy interacting
with and invigorating commercial market
dynamics. The net result could be reinvigorated
democracies, stronger social cohesion, and
creative and dynamic content showcasing the
imaginations of citizens and countries, and
the creation of new jobs and industries. As
discussed above, there are not strong political
incentives for providing public subsidy to support
genuinely independent media, but these market
incentives are under deployed as an argument
for doing so.
A final consideration is that such a role could
provide a long-term solution to the market
failure challenge confronting news media. In
the short-term, public subsidy or philanthropic
capital appear to be some of the only avenues
available to sustain independent news media.
In the longer term, they could also be a
foundation for a more systemic approach to
developing fresh media business models. These
are likely to involve a mix of public and private
investment and possibly cross-subsidy between
profitable components of media production (like
entertainment) and non-profitable elements
such as news.
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PART 6

Incentives for
government subsidy to
independent media
A better organisation and allocation of public and
state resources could do much to address the
media sustainability challenge in many countries,
according to Marius Dragomir. “The funding
used by government… to finance media would
be more than sufficient to solve the financial
predicament independent journalism finds itself
in in many places all over the world”, he says,
“Equitably spread among more media outlets,
all that public money would revive independent
journalism today.”lxii
Dragomir sets out how this could be done. “New
rules, ensuring transparency and equitable
spending of public money in the media, should
be put in place… advocacy by civil society groups
and concerted coverage by media and journalists
of issues related to funding in the media could
be a way to tackle the problem.”
There are compelling reasons why many
undemocratic and authoritarian governments
are highly unlikely to consider reorienting
public subsidy to independent media. Current
investments are crucial to them retaining power
and shaping society and economies in their own
interest. There are often high personal rewards
for power-holders’ control over media, in both
neutering political opposition and ensuring that
national narratives reflect their perspectives
and interests.
There are also some reasons why more
democratically minded governments might be
reluctant to embark on this path. An obvious
one is that public funds used to support media

could otherwise be allocated to supporting
health or education or other spending priorities.
There are compelling arguments that can,
however, be mounted, that the societal return
on a comparatively very modest investment in
journalism constitutes almost unrivalled value
for money, ranging from improving governance,
preventing famines, improving the handling of
epidemics and pandemics, and strengthening the
health of democracies among other benefits.lxiii
More credible challenges revolve around
concerns about the existence of good models
of public subsidy. “Solving the issue of how
to effectively support independent news
journalism in the public interest remains largely
unresolved”, according to Paul Murschetz who
has written extensively on the issue.lxiv Calling
for a more serious and creative approach to
resolving this issue is a key purpose of this
working paper.
It is clear that the current challenges of
misinformation and disinformation are unlikely to
diminish, and the market failures in generating
trustworthy information are likely to worsen.
Nearly all of the most urgent development
challenges countries will be prioritising in future,
particularly climate change, conflict, food and
water security, will be almost impossible to
achieve in societies characterised by information
systems dominated by misinformation or
government-controlled information (which often
amount to the same thing).
Viable public interest media provide an essential
pillar of an informed society. Achieving it
is increasingly likely to involve more active
government policy that treats information as
a public good and finds appropriate ways of
mobilising public funds to support it. This briefing
has been provided to help guide the different
strategies that might be available to guide such
policy action.
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CONCLUSIONS
A thread running through this paper has been
a focus on the political unlikelihood that
governments will voluntarily surrender the
increasing power they have over their own
media, while actively financially supporting it
to be independent of government interests.
Given current international trends and political
realities, only a small number of far-sighted
states with a strong commitment to democracy
are likely to consider fresh approaches to public
subsidy for independent media. But a more
creative, transparent and intensive discussion on
the potential of public subsidy is nevertheless
warranted and it is patronising to consider its
potential for application being restricted to
“mature” largely Western democracies, some of
whom are prominent democratic backsliders.
The reality is that the media market is failing, and
failing in ways that provide greater opportunities
for government control. Government power is
increasingly exerted through commercial media,
not just governmental media entities. Other
political actors are finding it easier to buy political
influence by controlling their own media and
the market is not providing the protection from
political influence it did a decade ago.
Beyond the media market, there appear few
alternatives for financing independent media
other than already overstretched philanthropic
resources.6
The public benefit of public subsidy to independent
journalism as a public good is increasingly obvious
and evidenced, not least through the experience of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Far-sighted governments
that adopt this approach are likely to benefit from
long-term societal and developmental rewards,
including more informed, inclusive and socially
cohesive societies that are better able to navigate
future challenges such as climate change.
Given current market conditions and trends, it
is unlikely that a genuinely independent media
sector will survive without a fresh commitment to
public support. The specifics of how states choose
to support their media sector needs to be defined
democratically by each country, based on their

own political, social and economic traditions. This
working paper makes no specific recommendation
of the mix of direct, indirect, transactional or other
approaches that should be adopted.
It is likely that further innovation and
experimentation in public subsidy will be required
in the future. This challenge should receive a
similar level of media, academic, practitioner and
policy creativity and attention as that currently
focused on developing new commercial media
business models. Academic and policy analysis
has argued that the role of public subsidy in
supporting functioning media markets has been,
and remains, both poorly analysed and often
underestimated.lxv Progress is impossible unless
that changes. People in a position to monitor
and scrutinise fresh approaches to public subsidy
need to prioritise this area, to ensure they do
not inhibit innovation, undermine editorial
independence or skew media markets in ways
that do not serve the public interest.
Some key factors need to be in place before
public subsidy can be considered as a potential
contributor to a healthy, independent media
ecosystem. The government needs to be clearly
and credibly committed to democracy and to a
free and pluralistic media within that democracy.
Public support for media needs to be routed
through an agency or entity capable of exerting
and maintaining editorial independence, or
with the mandate to raise funding directly from
publics. Civil society needs to have the capacity
to, and interest in, scrutinising public subsidy
and demanding its transparency, accountability
and effectiveness. Systems and independent
review structures may be needed to ensure that
any early democratic commitments to a system
of public subsidy are capable of withstanding
subsequent shifts in government or policy.
Achieving any of these factors in current political
and market conditions will be difficult. Achieving
all of them will take a level of political courage
that is currently extremely rare. But for those
who succeed, the reputational, democratic,
developmental and societal rewards of exerting
such courage could be substantial.

6 The development an International Fund for Public Interest Media is increasingly likely to improve the volume of such resources.
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